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I would like to make you a promise.

I created EXANTE to solve problems. Together 
with my partners and a team of highly skilled 
individuals that we put together I set out to tack-
le the very real problems that I encounter while 
trading. These are the same problems that you 
run into every single day. 
 
What I wanted was complete control. What I 
wanted was a unified interface no matter where 
or what I’m trading. What I wanted was simplic-
ity. Single reporting. No red flags. That’s what 
EXANTE is and that’s what it does. 
 
EXANTE is not some abstract digital entity made 
up off redesigned ideas from other people. It’s 
something that we created ourselves and main-
tain and perfect every single day. It is something 
we use ourselves — not because we own it, but 
because it is the only platform out there that 
works the way professional traders want to work. 
 
Here’s my promise to you. I promise that EXANTE 
will take care of all your trading needs. I promise 
that it will make your life easier. And and I per-
sonally promise that me and my team will always 
take care of you no matter what you need. 

Alexey Kirienko, CEO



EXANTE is a European investment com-

pany established in 2011. Its headquar-

ters are located in St Julian’s, Malta 

in  the heart of the Mediterranean.

EXANTE is fully licensed to provide 

financial services, including trading 

and investment. The company works 

with a wide range of products and ser-

vices — from solutions for retail clients, 

to tailored offerings for institutional 

counterparts.

futures contracts on stocks, commod-

ities, indices, as well as in thousands 

of hedge funds, bonds, currency pairs 

and metals.

EXANTE’s trading platform was creat-

ed to meet the rapidly changing needs 

of investors and traders and to resolve 

the most common inconveniences 

faced in everyday trading. It regularly 

picks up industry awards from leading 

industry publications, including Forbes, 

Finance Malta and others.

While the trading platform remains 

at EXANTE’s core, the business now en-

tails  much more. We offer both individ-

ual and corporate services, with plenty 

of opportunities for further growth 

in both fields.

Technological advancements keep 

EXANTE at the cutting edge of a dy-

namic industry and the company’s di-

versified product and service offerings 

EXANTE’s history dates back to the early 

2000’s when a group of trading enthu-

siasts began to develop their own trad-

ing platform. It has since evolved into 

a full-scale trading tool that is accessi-

ble from desktops, web browsers and 

mobile applications.

Today EXANTE provides online trading 

access to over 50 markets worldwide. 

Clients can invest in more than 35,000 

stocks, 20,000 online options and 

continue to exceed the capabilities 

of any other regular investment com-

pany. Extensive infrastructure with 

over 400 servers, new platform features 

introduced daily, personally tailored 

solutions paired with the ultimate cli-

ent-oriented approach make EXANTE 

a uniquely powerful, yet personalised 

industry leader.

The EXANTE team is made up of more 

than 250 specialists from all over the 

world, each contributing their own 

expertise to provide the highest quality 

of service available.

Portomaso Business Tower, 

St Julian’s, Malta



Enjoy access to the whole world of  finance. Use your investment account 

as a regular means of payment by linking a card to it.

We provide access to trade more than 50,000 financial products, including stocks, forex, 

metals and commodities, options, futures and bonds.

50,000
financial products

A one-stop shop Stocks & ETFs

Hedge Funds

Bonds

Futures

Forex & Metals

Contract options

Bitcoin



Hundreds of contracts for live market prices from over 22 futures exchanges. 
Global market coverage in a wide variety of asset categories, including energy,  
agricultural, soft commodities, precious metals, currencies and stock indices.  

Take advantage of a unique opportunity to trade cryptocurrencies and enjoy 
access to the full price history of Bitcoin. 

Spot currencies: 

Forwards: 

Spot metals:

More than 150 Forex crosses with live streaming prices.

Forwards on most forex spot crosses with live market prices.

Precious metals available as spot traded commodities,
with over 10 forex crosses.

Stock Indices:

Currencies:

Commodities:

NASDAQ, Dow Jones, S&P500, DAX, FTSE, and others.

EUR/USD, GBP/USD, JPY/USD, and other majors.

Metals, energy, agricultural.

Trade bonds in a professional trading environment providing the necessary 
information, liquidity and technology. EXANTE offers a wide range of exchange- 
traded and OTC bonds: government, sovereign and corporate bonds.

Over 1,500 ETFs. More than 35,000 stocks from over 50 major markets. 
Advanced order types, including one-cancels-the-other, limits and stop orders.

A growing list of select professional money managers. Via the EXANTE Hedge 
Fund Marketplace, clients can access alpha generating strategies developed 
and run by experienced asset managers.

Stocks & ETFs

Bonds

Futures

Hedge Funds Forex & Metals

Bitcoin

Contract options

Global market access All from a single account



Execution from 
a wide range 
of applications

An EXANTE trading account is accessi-
ble from any device you have at hand; 
on desktops there is the choice of a web 
based version or downloadable version 
for Windows, MacOS and Linux, and 
mobile apps for Android and iOS are at 
your disposal, always online and up-
to-date. Monitor your risk and manage 
your funds in real time.

Enjoy unlimited opportunities for algo- 
rithmic trading via FIX API or our unique 
MS Excel integration technology.



Desktop trading 
platform

Web platform

The most powerful tool for your trad-
ing activities. Quick and user friend-
ly, the platform can do anything 
you require for successful trading 
and investment. Monitor assets, 
evaluate profits, manage risk and 
enjoy the convenience.

A convenient online tool both for 
speedy portfolio control and exten-
sive analysis. The web platform fea-
tures a number of technical analysis 
and drawing tools and is available 
for any browser, even with a slow 
Internet connection.

Convenient charts One-click order
opportunities

Downloadable
reports

 ...and much more.Market depth with
execution opportunities

Comprehensive option
board with Greeks

1

Analyse and customise
charts

Stay up-to-date with 
a real-time news feed

Benefit from a wide set 
of indicators

Make rapid and efficient orders



Android and iOS
applications

Trading on the go is not an issue 
anymore with EXANTE mobile apps. 
You will only ever be two clicks away 
from 24/7 full control of your funds. 

Make orders and close
positions wherever
you are

Control your account 
at lightning speed,
right from your device

Benefit from the latest 
technologies in
a smart design

FIX API
EXANTE offers algorithmic trad-
ing and direct server access via API, 
based on the industry standard 
protocol FIX 4.4. Implement your 
strategies with the best technology 
at hand. Our FIX API supports the 
fastest possible execution and data 
transfer. Benefit from the direct con-
nection to all major exchange data 
centers!

Excel trading 
connector

EXANTE has a unique offering for anyone who has ever wanted to try algorithmic trad-
ing but felt held back by a lack of programming skills. Creating your own trading robot 
is simpler than ever: just take MS Excel, install EXANTE connector, and implement your 
strategy with the simple Visual Basic macros. Exciting opportunities for algorithmic 
trading in an understandable format.



€

Borrow. Earn.
Spend. Transfer.

All you need — on one account.

Issue bonds on the Malta Stock 
Exchange or borrow against 
a portfolio.

Make purchases with 
a MasterCard card.

Create a well-balanced 
and diversified portfolio.

Transfer, receive and convert 
payments in any currency.

$

Borrow

Spend

Earn

Transfer

Raise capital on the Malta stock ex-
change: issue your own debt securities 
and get listed on the market. In just five 
steps and three months you can have 
your own bonds issued on the MSE!

Don’t want to list your securities? 
No problem. Issue bonds and stay pri-
vate.

No limits, no boundaries: link a Master-
Card card to your trading account and 
use your money as you like. No more 
excessive money transfers, commis-
sions or waiting times. Your money is 
yours and you have total control over it, 
whether you invest in promising stocks 
on the NYSE or buy coffee at the nearest 
cafe.

Invest online: choose from a unique 
selection of exchange-traded and OTC 
assets. Join referral programs, use the 
technology as a White Label, build your 
applications up on the data feed from 
50+ markets, or manage client portfoli-
os as an asset manager on the EXANTE 
platform. There are so many options 
at hand, just choose your own way!

Money transfers, currency conversion, 
asset purchases — with EXANTE it can 
all be done with one account, minimal 
commissions and true market rates. 
Problems, no. Convenience, yes!



EXANTE has offices
around the world,
each of them hosting
experts of EXANTE
and the financial
markets available
for you.

Working for you
all over the world



Reliable investment partner

The company holds a Cat. II Licence No. IS/52182 issued by the MFSA. Moreover, we are au-
thorised to provide services in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).

We strictly obey the guidelines of our regulators as to compliance control and risk manage-
ment. Account segregation, transparent reporting and regular audits by KPMG all contrib-
ute to our security and reliability.

The European regulation guarantees transparency of procedures and as a result, the safety 
of client assets. Our commitment to maintaining the highest degree of regulatory compli-
ance allows us to maintain a top quality of service and client experience.

 Our 
values

Honesty

Quality

The optimal strategy for developing 
and keeping a long-term relationship 
is honesty. That’s why honesty com-
bined with fairness and responsibility 
are our main properties. It comes from 
our confidence and trust in our clients, 
employees and stakeholders.

Expertise and professionalism are 
the foundations of client satisfaction, 
which is our top priority. Whatever we 
do, we maintain the highest possible 
quality standards.

Security

Above all, we care about security — 
whether it be the security of your in-
vestments, security of order execution, 
or security of your important data. 
We take personal responsibility in 
everything we do.

Transparency

We are constantly improving our ser-
vices in line with our values to help 
our clients and partners to reach their 
goals. That’s why we are open to discus-
sion when any question arise and it is 
why why we are able  to provide timely, 
relevant, and accurate information 
on any matter.

Innovation

Our main competitive advantage is pi-
oneering new technology. History has 
shown that well implemented inno-
vations are less costly than potential 
future losses incurred by technological 
stagnation.



Dainis Rozenfelds

Marina Zaremba

Joseph Zammit Tabona 

Patrick O’Brien

Michael Bianchi

Bruno CakansLawrence Zammit

Management teamAdvisory board

Customer risk & Compliance

Wealth management

The board’s head, Joseph Zammit Tabona, has vast experience in 
financial management. Throughout his career, he served as chair-
man of the Malta Stock Exchange, the Malta Financial Commission 
and several other institutions. 

Communications 
& Business relations

Michael Bianchi is an entrepreneur and Bianchi Group director.  
Mr Bianchi has been involved in retail, finance, the maritime indus-
try, ICT, and gaming. 

Finance & Audit

Lawrence Zammit is a founding partner of marketing and HR 
firm MISCO. He is an ex-chairman of Malta Enterprise, Air Malta 
and Malta International Airport. 



Malta

London

Moscow

Zurich

Cyprus

Riga

Saint Petersburg

Dubai

Portomaso Business Tower, Level 7, 
PTM01, St. Julians, Malta

1 Siafi street, Porto Bello, 
Limassol 3042, Cyprus

Moorgate, 1 Fore st., office 5055, 
London EC2Y 9DT, England

Bol’shoy Savvinsky 11, 119435, 
Moscow, Russia

Dreikönigstrasse 31A, CH-8002, 
Zurich, Switzerland

Email:Phone:

Web:

 +356 2015 0000

  https://exante.eu

Krimuldas iela 2a, LV-1039, 
Riga, Latvia

Liteyny Prospect 26A, 191028, 
Saint Petersburg, Russia

City Tower 1, Dubai, 
United Arab Emirates

Contacts

sales@exante.eu

support@exante.eu 


